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Media

(p. 14) hot-pressed – has surface created by the 
application of pressured, heated steel surfaces and has a 
smoother surface
‘not’ – means not hot-pressed i.e. cold pressed and has a 
coarser (medium or rough) textured surface

(p. 15) HP paper

(p. 15) True

(p. 15) drawings are read through the character of 
individual lines and lines come together to define the 
spatiality of drawing

(p. 18) the rapid recording of a real place

An abstracted line implies spatial depth, physical 
weight and observation. (p. 19)

(p. 24) c. 9H

(p. 24) F

(p. 25) one where the weight is gradually reduced from 
thick to thin along its length

(p. 26) b. grey tone

(p. 27) in the ‘Filters’ palette under ‘Artistic’

(p. 30,  see also pp. 66-67) simple form of printmaking
printer’s ink is laid onto a surface, paper is placed on 
top and drawn on, transferring the ink onto the paper 
as a reversed image
soft-edged lines and tonal effects

(p. 31) ‘transform tool’

(p. 32) vital intermediate stages between the creative 
imagination and built space, areas of colour and 
texture bridge the gap between strategic thinking and 
material realization

(p. 32) render of the final image
artists and illustrators

(p. 33) advantages – super-realistic render, can describe 
complex forms, structural detail and photorealistic 
lighting that might otherwise be difficult to represent, 
authoritative character
disadvantages – level of predictability, lack engaging 
capacity of richer drawing forms, modest idea can 
appear super real and well-tried visual effects can 
supplant architectural intention

(p. 33) chiaroscuro

(p. 33) SketchUp, V-Ray, 3ds Max

(p. 44) Rouge Anglais, Burnt Sienna, Crimson, 
Cadmium, Cobalt Green, Windsor Green, Sap Green, 
Chromium Oxide

(pp. 62-63) one that uses a combination of techniques
collage

(pp. 66-81) monoprinting, lino cut, press print, screen-
printing
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Types

(p. 88) plans, sections, elevations

(p. 89) help architect bring together two-dimensional 
drawings in the imagination, understanding their 
interrelationships etc, tools for thinking through the 
design

(p. 90) sketches that register the world around us, 
personal record of visual experience, realistic
sketches that come entirely from the imagination, 
about finding ideas

(p. 90) thinking about the things we see, about spatial 
and structural organization, scale, light, colour and 
material

(p. 90) False, type of drawing that is like a diagram

(p. 96) an orthographic projection from the position of 
a horizontal plane
to communicate information

(p. 97) False, little above

(p. 97) c. 1:10

(p. 106) an orthographic projection but from the 
position of a vertical plane
presents the ‘verticality’ of a building 

(p. 106) because of the elevations that are described, 
key drawing to describe the way light works in a 
building

Axonometric projection is one of the most frequently 
used drawing types for creating three-dimensional 
images in architecture. (p. 114)
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(pp. 114-115) isometric drawing – is formed when an 
object is turned so that all three axes meet the picture 
plane at the same angle
dimetric image – can be adjusted in terms of the scale 
of the axis and two viewing angles
trimetric image – is where all three axes appear 
unequally foreshortened

(p. 115) Modernists

(pp. 124-125) drawing used to depict distance or spatial 
depth on a two-dimensional plane

(p. 124) objects appear smaller in the distance than 
they do close up, objects appear foreshortened along 
the line of sight

(p. 124) the point on the horizon where parallel lines 
appear to converge

(p. 125) one-point perspective – perspective in its 
simplest form, used when the main lines within the 
room or building are parallel or perpendicular to the 
line of sight 
two-point perspective – allows a greater variety 
of viewpoints i.e. towards a corner three-point 
perspective – provides an additional vertical recession, 
as the building is seen from above or below

(p. 150) a procedure by which something is made, a 
sequence of instructions or a method of statement
to model concepts
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Places

(p. 162) to situate internal spaces as part of a sequence 
and aim to understand the building as a whole with 
respect to the urban/landscape context and its culture

(p. 170) large-scale topographical plans, sections and 
models of landscapes

Shadows are particularly effective in three-
dimensional drawings of landscapes, particularly of 
trees and other vegetation. (p. 179)

(p. 180) c. perspective

(p. 180) first to synthesize and then to communicate

(p. 195) ‘Game of Life’
a computational technique called ‘cellular automata’


